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A note from Nikki
I hope you are doing well in this craziness of a world.  My intent for this edition is to bring you
other mental health healing modalities. Some that are new, some old but with new twists and
stretch your perspective from where you are now.  I personally go from very productive days to
days I have had to cut myself off from the social media because I end up feeling so overwhelmed.  
I actually have started new routines so I do not wake up and check my phone, scroll social media
while I drink my morning coffee. I have found that when I wake up I check my screen to get a
quick rundown of messages and calls. If it can wait I make it wait until I have a cup of coffee,
take the new puppy out, feed her and journal some in my journal.  

I personally started to feel anxiety and overwhelm creep back into my mind and life.  My space
became cluttered again, I couldn't get a handle on it. I was unproductive in my days and felt like
life was slowly becoming out of control.  Confession time I have for years walked around in a
CPTSD and severe anxiety in my mind. I have amazing coping skills but I have recently been
having Holy moly moments of that's what anxiety is? The death of my father has allowed me
another layer of healing and setting boundaries in my life that are new to me.  These eclipses
have been transformative with showing old patterns and breaking them wide open. 

That is why I chose August to introduce other ways to handle mental health. This is in no way to
replace traditional therapy. I think it is important when you have had trauma in your life but
sometimes new perspectives open doors up in your mind to help heal deeper. 

Much Love,
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I do not fix my
problems. I fix my

thinking. Then
problems fix
themselves
~Louise Hay
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Picture a sombre looking girl, as though she has all of the
world's worries on her shoulders despite being only 13, sitting
alone in her bedroom, at her desk with her pen and paper
writing furiously.  

That was me.  Ever since that time, I have written as a form of
self-expression. Primarily because I had shut down and
alienated myself, not realizing that I was trapped in a traumatic
state.  However, inside of my mind, I experienced a consistent
influx of overpowering emotions that surged through me
ranging from a deep depression, to rage, to fear and other
feelings that threatened my sense of safety.   

WRITING TO HEAL
by Samantha Houghton

Book

coach/ghost

writer/ author

"To understand
another person,
you must swim
in the same
waters that
drowned them."
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It brings clarity as it helps to structure thoughts that feel
muddled
The act of putting pen to paper, releases the emotion
from within, bringing you more peace
While releasing negative thoughts, you can also focus on
positivity with writing about gratitude and what brings
you joy into your life
It teaches you to be in the moment, an aspect of living
with mindfulness if you write about what is currently
happening for you, training your mind to place its
attention on one thing
When you write in this way, you can potentially spot
patterns in your thinking that may not be benefiting you
and brings awareness to your emotions.   

It was overwhelming, and I had to find a way to release some
of that pent up energy. I had always loved to write creatively
at school, and so for me, it was a natural step to turn my
attention away from fictional short stories and towards long
pieces of writing that bared my soul, with wording that was at
times, brutal in its raw state. 

It's a fact that writing can make a significant difference in
your mental health. 

How does writing help you? 

Above

Samantha holding up her self

authored book "The Invisible Girl"
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It aids thoughts and feelings to process leaving you feeling in a calmer and more self-
empowered state
It permits to fully be yourself in its truest form without a fear of judgement from others
which helps to release guilt and shame
Write for a few minutes before bedtime to empty your mind and aid sleep if you have
any problems with sleeping or insomnia
It permits to fully be yourself in its truest form without a fear of judgment from others
which helps to release guilt and shame

For instance, you may see a regular negative thought that creates a certain reaction, and by
having this awareness, you can change it and replace it with the belief that serves you. 

In later years, I progressed onto writing books about my life experiences which were
extremely healing, but you can benefit greatly from other forms of writing. 
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Healing writing techniques:

Start with a meditation to empty your mind and connect you to your heart.  Write freely in a
conscious stream of whatever comes to your mind for around 20 minutes with no judgement on
anything that comes up for you.

Write about a specific situation or time in your life that caused a lot of pain for you.  Allow it to
flood out and keep going for about 20 minutes.

Place the focus on gratitude, which is considered trendy these days and is proven to have a
positive effect on one'e life, creating more optimism and feelings of fulfilment when the focus is
on what you have. 

Forgivess letters. Writing a letter about a situation whereby you feel angry or are harbouring
resentment. Direct the message at the person(s) you think ill-feeling towards, then release the
feelings and burn or tear up the letter.  You can also write one to yourself and forgive the feelings
that you have experienced.   

Journal on specific writing prompts such as "I am feeling safe because" or "What can I do when I
feel depressed"... go with the flow and see what arises. 

Please feel free to connect with me at www.samanthahoughton.co.uk

FB: https://www.facebook.com/TheInspiringWriter/

IG: memoir_mentor_and_ghostwriter

Email me: sam@samanthahoughton.co.uk
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As you begin to untangle this web of lies in your feelings you begin to realize it is not so
overwhelming because you begin to see solutions.  Write your triggers down and work
through them, what habits you are doing that keep putting yourself in this triggering
state. What patterns have you developed that keep this showing up in your own life.  To
change the outer (trigger) you need to be aware of your role in how you keep creating
scenarios that bring them about.   

Respond Don't React
"When you react to something someone says or does, you may have a problem with
boundaries.  If someone is able to cause havoc at the point your boundaries are lost. 

When you respond, you remain in control with options and choices. If you feel yourself
reacting, step away and regain control of yourself so family members can't force you to
do or say something you do not want to do or say: and something that violates your
separateness. 

When you have kept your boundaries, choose the best option. The difference between
responding and reacting is choice. "When you are reacting, they are in control." "When
you respond, you are." 

~Dr. Henry Cloud and Dr. John Townsend  Book: Boundaries

Triggers
Find the cause of our triggers can sometimes be tricky.  What seems to make us

mad or upset really isn't the case. 

Start by identifying how your triggers made you feel:

I felt unheard

I felt judged

I didn't feel good enough

I didn't feel worthy

I felt left out

I felt blamed

I felt uncared for

I felt unloved

I felt controlled

I felt betrayed

I felt unimportant

I felt disrespected
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EMOTIONAL
INTELLIGENCE: YOUR EQ

by Nikki Tapscott

When I first learned about Emotional Intelligence I immediately
thought "holy shit, I have been trained my whole life for this." My
father (yes I am going to be transparent here) was a master at
regulating his emotions. He could barter with the best of them, he
never showed emotions during a discussion, he was calm, cool and
collected.  I can positively state I have only seen my dad emotional
when his father passed away and when he found termites in our wall
at a house we were renovating.  That's it, no other time did he ever
show anger, sadness, stress or curse words in front of me growing
up.  I actually learned a lot by his demeanor on staying calm,
keeping my head as he called it when talking to people.   

“our emotions
need to be as
educated as our
intellect. It is
important to
know how to
feel, how to
respond, and
how to let life in
so that it can
touch you.”
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Then comes my adulthood and I start to study Emotional Intelligence and realize what I knew

all along but just didn't have the words for it.  I learned how to not only regulate my emotions

and statements but teach others as well, including our children.  Teaching how to stay calm

under pressure and be the one the other chooses to follow.  Having a deep sense of knowing

how your emotions can impact others behaviors in your household, social media and

workplace.  You begin to see the ripple effect of your own mood and you become more

intentional about your positive energy in order to counteract the negative that life throws at

you.  Above all you begin to understand that when you get all emotional, "crazy," have a

moment of insanity you lose all your logic. 

When we lose our logical part of our brain in that moment we can not make good decisions, we

do NOT think clearly and therefore we tend to make irrational decisions or mistakes happen or

worse words we can not ever take back.  

To tell on myself here, I can remember when I would get upset when I would encounter my

father, every time I would think I was reacting differently but I was still wrapped up in the

emotions and not in logical thinking.  My father was a master emotional intelligence person,

nothing rocked him, he was calm, cool and could think under pressure every time. I would be

shamed by him countless times due to staying in my emotions.  He never took the time to

explain what he was saying to me I had to figure that out on my own.  One day a mentor

introduced me to Emotional Intelligence and all of a sudden it all clicked.  It all made sense and

I read every thing on it and eventually got certified in it so I could teach others.  To teach how to

catch yourself before you go down the rabbit hole of emotions and they get away from you.

I honestly believe everyone and every child should learn about Emotional Intelligence, it should

be a subject in school and studied.  It's a healthier way to communicate and be mentally

stronger. It would help us regulate our emotions and have less affect on our bodies with

chemical dumps that go on when we get to emotional.  Therefore our health does improve in

the long run when we stop pumping so many natural chemicals released into our body when

we are upset.  
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I use to hear this all the time "complaining shrinks the area of the brain critical to problem solving
and intelligent thought. Love grows it. 

There are four fundamental EQ capabilities that bring about positive changes in our lives:

Self-awareness: this is the ability to read and understand your emotions and recognize their impact
on your exterior world. You can begin to evaluate your own strengths and limitations without
judging yourself. Your self worth increases the more you work on your EQ (Emotional Intelligence)

Self Management: you begin to be able to see and "control" disruptive emotions or triggers so the
impulse to react in a negative way disappears.  You begin to display honestly and integrity more and
more outward. You can adapt to changing situations easier and your internal drive increases. You
begin to seize opportunities as they come along instead of sitting on them thinking about it. 

Social Awareness: You begin to sense or read other people's emotions better, because you can spot
them instead of sitting in emotions with them.  You use logical brain so it is easier to take an active
interest in their concerns.  You can better meet your clients or families needs in a calmer, more
productive approach. 

Social Skill: You develop a take charge and inspire a leadership vision.  Your skills grow in every
area of your life therefore improves others around you as well.  Your communication skills increase
and you can become a change catalyst for new ideas and directions.  You can de-escalate
disagreements and form new resolutions.  You can create new teamwork, collaborations and build
bonds that were once not there. 

It is very important to understand that
emotional intelligence is not the opposite of
intelligence, it is not the triumph of heart
over head- it is the unique intersection of
both. ~David Caruso
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Ways to practice grounding your energy and emotions

Self regulate

Take a shower, 
Wash your hands, put

feet/hands in cold water

Reconnect 

Lay on ground
press your toes 

into floor, squeeze
stress ball  

Observe 

Describe things
around you in

detail: color, shape,
light, texture,

shadows

Breathe

Practice inhaling
for a count of 4,
hold for 7, exhale

for 8 or more

Distractions

Challenge yourself
to find circles or

blue or green
objects. Say a

mantra on repeat

Senses

Use essential oils,
drink a favorite drink,
listen to a fav song,
use your 5 senses
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RAPID
TRANSFORMATIONAL
THERAPY 
by Sarah Griffith

Abuse, trauma 

expert and 

hypnotherapist

Have you ever heard of Rapid Transformational Therapy? 

This revolutionary method to uncover your blocks, remove all
barriers and to ensure that your "internal transformation" really does
lead to your "external success."

If you are "stuck" knowing that you can do more, wanting more,
certain that you are here for more than you are currently achieving
but have no idea what holds you back beyond simply knowing that
you are somehow "stuck" then this is for you! Both this article and
the solution will revolutionize how you see yourself and what you are
capable of!

“The
relationship
with yourself is
the foundation
for your whole
life.”
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The key to your success, to your leveling up, achieving your dreams, using your voice, making an impact,
following your passion uncovering your purpose, transforming lives, curing cancer, whatever it is that you want
to do. It is actually up to YOU! What is holding you back is also YOU. 

Now let's explore this and set you on the path for an explosive future! One where the real you shines through
,dreams become reality, fears are a thing of the past and you really truly and honestly understand that anything
and everything is possible. If you only would move out of your own way. 

You may have heard this put to you another way before, that success is 80% mindset! and true as that is, it can
be a hard concept to get your head around. When you begin to think about everything you have to learn and
implement, level up, market and manage. You could be forgiven for thinking, what does she mean? 80%
mindset? Look at all these other components that I need to perfect, how can it be 80% mindset, when there is
so much more to consider, so let me explain.  

Personally, I am not a fan of the word mindset, I think we need to add some emotion to it, after all, as women,
emotion is what we really understand. So, let's spin this another way and simply say: 
Success is 80% how you see yourself, it is what you believe about yourself. 
Without belief in yourself you have nothing and the fact is that it is a lack of belief in yourself that holds you
back. 

Not the conscious beliefs, they are not in charge! They are only responsible for about 10% of what you do
everyday. No. No. No. Where we need to look is at the subconscious beliefs! the ones formed and held in the
subconscious mind that are literally creating havoc with what you are trying to create for yourself.

Why is that?
What are they?
Where did they come from? 
Whose beliefs are they? 
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What do you really believe? 
Who taught you to believe that?
How are they affecting your life now? 
How do they hold you back in your business?

It is in the uncovering, understanding and transforming of these core beliefs, that are the root cause of ALL
of the blocks in your business that your true success really lies. You have been so busy looking at
everything else for the answers that you forgot to look in the most important place. At Yourself! 

Let's examine this more closely because, as a woman in business you wear many hats, you might be any or
all of the following: wife, daughter, sister, mother, employer, producer, marketer, creator. The list is literally
endless and yet somehow you require yourself to be perfect at all of them! 

It is this focus on perfection, amongst other things, that has you stuck! Why? Because whilst you require
perfection you have a constant chatter in your head, like a stuck record, phrases on the repeat along the
lines of: 
You are not good enough
Who do you think your are?
Other people will laugh at you
Someone might be offended
A family member does not approve
It is not safe to express yourself
Being you is just not good enough
Play small, keep quiet

How many of these do you recognize? 

Well, I have news for you, none of these are your beliefs, they are
just what you picked up from your environment, when you were
just a child. You were stuck, in your environment, and whenever
something bad happened, you blamed yourself and decided that it
must be your fault.

Even worse, if you had an abusive childhood, as so many children
do, then all or any of the above will actually have been said to
you. The result is, that when you were very young, powerless,
vulnerable and without resources, you decided all of these
negative things about yourself as a way of explaining and existing
within your environment. You became whoever you had to be, just
to survive.

The blueprint of who you thought you were was created and is
running your adult life, including the results that you get in your
business and every other area of you life. You see, I used to be
where you are now, so I completely understand.

Your opinions don't matter
What you have to say is irrelevant
Money is bad
Charging you for your services is wrong
You should just settle
Don't rock the boat
Just play it safe
Elevating yourself is just showing off
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You dream of so much more
Making more money
Creating an impact
Dealing with clients you love
Having a loving relationship, without conflict
Basically living and creating a life of flow, ease, joy and abundance. 
I do not blame you and all of this is truly available to you nut NOT
while you:
Hold onto beliefs that are not really yours
Deny who you really are
Play small to please others
Have a destructive and negative money story!

These are what holds you back and prevent you from either: growing or even starting what you are truly
here to do, living in alignment with what feels congruous to you. When you express whom you really are
you are no longer playing small, conforming, following a norm, to keep other people happy. That is not
what you are here for and when you recognize and embrace that EVERYONE BENEFITS! Why? Because
that is when you have a chance to become and express, in everything you do, the very best version of
you. Which in itself leads to a flow of abundance as you are in tune with yourself and easily and
effortlessly ca create what aligns with you very soul. 

What are you waiting for? 
Ah yes, of course, you do not know how to overcome these limiting beliefs, the ones that have such a
hold on you, you know they are there, you recognize them BUT how do you overcome them?

They are like the proverbial piece of elastic right? If you try to forge ahead they just pull tighter and you
end up right back where you were. You know what to do so, what is this unseen and unknown force that
keeps you stuck? Your subconscious beliefs and here are some simple rules about the subconscious that
will help you understand why these old beliefs are so difficult to overcome.  First, these beliefs formed
when you were no more than 10 years old, you created the network for these neural pathways.  They are
literally the road network of your thought processes and just like real life when we go for a ride, our
mind takes us on the most well known road and easiest route.  The mind wants to take a route that is
familiar not make a new one it has to carve out. The mind loves familiar! It honestly doesn't wonder if it
is what is best for you, holds you back or serves you well. If you don't stop and question it, then it will
take the easy route.  It dislikes change so to undo the beliefs created in childhood and firmly held in
adult life, you really have your work cut out.

What that means for you is a determined attitude is needed and a real desire to change and FINALLY
overcome everything that has you stuck. It means uncovering, understanding and CHANGING, at
source, the beliefs that have you stuck! What is created in the subconscious until it is overturned.
Luckily, what the mind creates the mind can un create! But, only by constant repetition can it be undone
with the conscious mind.

The problem with this is, we often do not know what the specific beliefs are. You might have a sense, a
feeling, an intuition but what you need is to uncover everything that has you stuck so you can move on it
total freedom and live the life you are destined to live.  

Have you taken all the courses? Have everything set up? Can't wait to get started? See yourself on a
stage or receiving an award? Yet, despite seeing it all, wanting it all, tasting and hearing it all 
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 somehow, you just can't quite get going, diversify or grow.  So how do you fix this? How do you undo
the damage of the past and move into the future that you truly deserve and desire.  What is created in
the subconscious, needs to be uncreated there so, the answer lies in meditation and hypnotherapy. 
 Not any old hypnotherapy but a process that is designed and tailored to uncover, understand and
reverse any damaging beliefs, even in your past involves trauma that you think you cannot recover
from. We now know our minds are elastic, old thought processes can be changed.     

I can tell you first hand that this approach totally changed my own life, in every area including my
business, my attitude with money, relationships and every important aspect of my life.  When I
uncovered what was holding me back and literally changed the lens through which I viewed myself and
in turn the world. 

Ultimately your external success, in every area of your life, really does rely on your internal
transformation. 80% of your success comes from how you see yourself. Change how you see yourself
and I promise you, you will change your world! We simply need to access the subconscious mind,
which actually just requires deep relaxation achieved by hypnotherapy, mindfulness and meditation.  

 The trick is then, what to do? How do you uncover what you need to see and understand? Then
overcome it? The answer is Rapid Transformational Therapy developed and taught by Marissa Peer 

If you really want to change how you see yourself, get unstuck. See yourself as the incredible, amazing
and capable women that you are then, I can definitely help you do that.  My hybrid version of RTT is
truly life changing and transformational and you can find out more about me and my work on my
website (link below). 

Your past does not need to define you! And this highly focused and targeted hybrid of RTT will
definitely change you forever! And is not just for your business but will positively impact every area of
your life. 

Sarah Griffiths- Founder and CEO at Sallyg.com
Rapid Transformational Therapist
Author, and Speaker

email: sarah@sallyg.com
www.sallyg.com
podcast: www.sallyg.com/podcasts
IG: sallygrapidresults
FB: www.facebook.com/sarah.griffiths.16144
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These are some of my most favorites mantras I use all day long at times. When I
exercise instead of saying how much I wish my set was over I say one of these to help
empower me through the sets.  
Repeat after me: I am fearless (my favorite!!) I am worthy   I am strong    
I am brave    I am beautiful   I am capable 

For the days I do not feel like anyone is helping me around the house or feel taken
advantage of I always say: Everyone I come into contact with today is helpful towards me

Mirror work of I love myself and staring into my eyes and really feeling a love feeling
deep inside shifts me and my clients.  Sometimes the most simpliest of things are what
shift us the most.  Just going through the motions but not feeling the emotions is often
the missing piece of the puzzle. Focus on the emotion of love, joy, laughter, happiness,
gratefulness and center it in your heart, feel it deep in your heart, that is where you put
that emotion for external things to shift and happen for you!

Feel free to reach out to us

Nikki at nikki@empoweryourstory.com
SueJean at SueJean2empoweryourstory.com

FB: www.facebook.com/empoweryourstory/
IG: allaboutme_03
FB group: www.facebook.com/groups/561115534270  
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